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Commonly affected processes and 
industries
 Atomisation / spray drying
◦ Food / metal / ceramics / pharmaceutical 
powder industries
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 Hatches located in same position, but on 
different cyclones
Lab tests – Impingement jet 
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• Viscosity (T & RH)
• Glass transition temp. 
• Surface tension
• Surface energy & wetting 
angles (wall properties) Kinetics
• Mass (size & shape)
• Impact velocity
• Impact angle
• Air flow patterns






















Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
Computer models
Verification of airflow models
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 Continue in-plant work & lab tests
 Improve computer model accuracy
 Verify results for complex geometry
 Apply models to industry
Summary
 Powder deposition is costly to industry
 Traditional control is simple, but not 
optimal
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Normalised velocity magnitude (ms-1)
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